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q The heights of Denbigh (looking northwest): On average, the Precambrian Shield in L and A County slopes to the south at about five metres 
per kilometre (0.3 degrees). Because the potential energy for erosion increases with elevation, the northern townships have not only the highest hill-
tops but also the deepest valleys. The yellow arrow points to the highest elevation in L and A County, a 498-metre summit four kilometres northwest 
of the village of Denbigh. These hills and valleys formed long before the ice age, by differential erosion of the ancient, low-relief peneplain that is still 
overlain by the limestone bedrock farther south. Much later, the Laurentide Ice Sheet built a dam of glacial till across a north-flowing creek so as to 
create Denbigh Lake (foreground). Comparing this air photo with the geological map, it is apparent that the valleys (and the major roads) tend to fol-
low belts of easily erodible metasedimentary bedrock, with hills of resistant granite to either side.

DARKO ZELJKOVIC PHOTO
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HOW ROCKS SHAPED THE LAND

Bedrock Geology North of Beaver Lake
The legend of this geological map 
lists seven Precambrian formations 
in order of age, with the youngest 
at the top. The oldest formation 
(uncoloured) includes a wide variety 
of metamorphosed volcanic and 
sedimentary rocks. These rocks were 
originally deposited in more or less 
flat-lying layers near sea level, as part 
of a chain of volcanic islands in the 
ocean, but now in most places the 
layers are tilted up on edge or even 
turned upside-down. The next three 
formations (coloured grey, pink and 
orange) are made of granite and 

other kinds of igneous rock that 
cooled and crystallized from molten 
magma deep below the surface of 
the volcanic islands. In Lennox and 
Addington the Frontenac granite 
(orange) intruded the islands only in 
what is now Stone Mills Township; 
it is abundant in neighbouring 
Frontenac County, where the leading 
edge of the continent that collided 
with L and A’s volcanic islands is now 
situated. The Flinton metasediments 
(yellow) consist of metamorphosed 
boulders, cobbles, pebbles, sand 
and clay eroded from both of the 

colliding plates and deposited atop 
an unconformity (ancient erosion 
surface) that cuts across most of the 
older formations. Written in these 
rocks is an important sedimentary 
record of the tectonic collision, 
as two land masses converged, 
collided, and began to create a 
new range of mountains. Further 
tectonic squeezing crumpled the 
Flinton metasediments into very 
tight folds. Near the end of the 
tectonic collision, the Skootamatta 
Syenite (granite with hardly any 
quartz) crystallized from molten 
magma. u

– Dugald Carmichael
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HOW ROCKS SHAPED THE LAND

p Squeezed vein (looking northeast): About 30 million years after 
this grey granite had solidified, molten magma intruded into a crack 
and solidified as a vein of pink granite. Later, very slowly, tectonic 
squeezing crumpled the pink vein to form these folds. From the shape 
of the folds can be measured the horizontal component of the squeez-
ing: two points initially one metre apart are now only about 25 centi-
metres apart.  

DUGALD CARMICHAEL PHOTO

p Squeezed strata: About 1,100 million years ago, alternating 
layers of limestone and mudstone were squeezed very slowly at high 
temperature and pressure, forming these spectacular folds (beside 
the Salmon River 4.5 kilometres north of Beaver Lake). Broken from 
the bedrock in a roughly rectangular block, they have been greatly 
enhanced by differential weathering, which deeply etched the calcite-
bearing layers, thus making the calcite-free layers more prominent.

DUGALD CARMICHAEL PHOTO
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HOW ROCKS SHAPED THE LAND

p Squeezed bedrock (looking northeast): Parallel bands visible 
in this roadside rock cut on Highway 41 are actually the same layer of 
rock, folded by great pressures upon itself.

Squeezed cobbles (looking northeast): The 
Kaladar Conglomerate was deposited on an 
unconformity (ancient erosion-surface) at the 
base of the Flinton metasediments. Among its 
cobbles and pebbles (eroded from older for-
mations) are recognizable fragments of both 
the grey granite and the pink granite. Due 
to later tectonic squeezing, the cobbles and 
pebbles are now shaped like pancakes. 
 
DUGALD CARMICHAEL PHOTO
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HOW ROCKS SHAPED THE LAND

q Mazinaw Rock (looking east): The pink granite bedrock near Mazinaw Lake is distinctly younger than the grey granite. In a sample of this for-
mation from 12 kilometres northeast of here, two independent “radiometric clocks” in tiny crystals of zircon (ZrSiO4) are in close agreement, dating 
the crystallization of the granite at 1,240 million (plus or minus five million) years ago*. The sloping parallel lines on the famous cliff are the trace 
of a plane of squeezing of the solid granite. Trending northeast and sloping southeast, this plane of squeezing formed about 160 million years later, 
when the volcanic islands collided with a continent riding on a converging tectonic plate.

*When the zircon crystals grew from liquid magma, they incorporated about 0.05 per cent uranium but no lead. Using a mass spectrometer (at the Royal 
Ontario Museum in Toronto), the ratios of lead-207 (a radiogenic daughter-isotope) to uranium-235 (its radioactive parent-isotope) and of lead-206 to 
uranium-238 in the zircon crystals were measured very precisely, and then the half-life of each radioactive isotope was used to calculate how long each 
clock had been counting time. Any significant loss or gain of either uranium or lead after the time of growth of the zircon crystals would have caused the two 
clocks to disagree in a predictable way. Accordingly, the close agreement of the two clocks adds certainty that the radiometric date is accurate.

DARKO ZELJKOVIC PHOTO
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HOW ROCKS SHAPED THE LAND

Bedrock Geology North of Northbrook

p Squeezed pebbles: Within the Flinton metasediments, deformed 
pebbles record the same northwesterly squeezing and vertical stretch-
ing as the folded unconformity. Some of the sand grains in the Flinton 
metasediments are rounded crystals of zircon with the same radiomet-
ric age as angular crystals of zircon in the Frontenac granite (1,170 
million years). This implies erosion of the uplifted leading edge of the 
colliding continent (in what is now Frontenac County) at the same time 
as the Flinton sediments were being deposited on the eroded volcanic 
islands (in what is now L and A County). 

DUGALD CARMICHAEL PHOTO

p Flinton mica schist: Garnet (pink) and sillimanite (silvery) in this 
Flinton metasediment imply that the original sedimentary rock was clay-
rich shale, and that the shale was metamorphosed at a temperature of 
about 550˚C and a pressure of about 4,500 atmospheres. This pressure 
indicates that the present erosion-surface has been exhumed from a depth 
of about 15 kilometres since the end of the tectonic collision. Almost all of 
this erosion and exhumation must have happened prior to deposition of the 
limestone bedrock 460 million years ago. 

DUGALD CARMICHAEL PHOTO

This geological map and the 
vertical cross-section A-B 
are a textbook illustration 
of how horizontal tectonic 
squeezing and vertical 
stretching can deform 
an  o r i g ina l l y  p l ana r 
u n c o n f o r m i t y  ( a n d 
the originally flat-lying 
sedimentary formations 
atop it) into tongue-shaped 
folds (sheath folds), which 
point downwards into the 

older formations below the unconformity. Vanloads of 
geology students travel from all over eastern North America 
to study this famous Precambrian bedrock between Kaladar 
and Cloyne. u
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HOW ROCKS SHAPED THE LAND

p Mazinaw Lake (looking north): The famous cliff marks the edge of a zone of fractured, easily erodible bedrock along a fault that trends north 
along the length of the lake. The Laurentide Ice Sheet excavated the fractured bedrock to a great depth (much greater than the displacement across 
the fault, which is only about 30 metres west-side-down). When the ice sheet melted northwards, the Mazinaw basin was flooded by Lake Iroquois 
to a level about 30 metres above the present lake surface. Up to 30 metres of varved silt (the characteristic sediment of a proglacial lake) was 
deposited on the floor of the lake, burying huge blocks of ice that had been left behind in the deeper parts of the basin. When these masses of ice 
melted, the overlying varved silt collapsed downwards. This process created very deep basins, one of which today makes Mazinaw the deepest lake 
entirely within Ontario (152 metres). From the left, two small creeks are slowly building a modern sandy delta close to the level of the present lake 
surface. The sand has been eroded from an upstream terrace that marks the level of Lake Iroquois.

DARKO ZELJKOVIC PHOTO

Knowing the Planet in Your Backyard
Geological Terms Relevant to Lennox and Addington

Alvar: An alvar is a limestone plain 
with thin or no soil and, as a result, 
sparse vegetation. As this environment 
suffers from poor drainage, these 
areas are prone to flooding in the 
spring, then become very dry in the 
summer. Alvar is a grass- and sedge-
dominated community, with scattered 

shrubs and sometimes trees. The 
community occurs on broad, flat 
expanses of limestone or dolostone 
bedrock covered with a thin veneer 
of mineral soil. Alvars are found in 
only three areas of the world, one of 
which is the Great Lakes region south 
of the Canadian Shield.

BP: Archaeologists use the term BP 
to mean “years Before the Present”. 
As the BP designation was originally 
associated with radiocarbon dating, 
archaeologists chose the year 1950 
as “the present”. Atmospheric 
nuclear testing, begun in the 1940s, 
theoretically makes radiocarbon dates 
after 1950 useless.

Drumlin: An oval hill, resembling 
an elongated teaspoon lying bowl 
down. The tapered end of the 
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CUTTING THE FORESTS

p Last of a Legacy
Few logging operations remain in Lennox and Addington. One concern still going is Dan Snider’s business at 
Vennachar Junction. Logs are converted to lumber at his sawmill. Other loggers haul their logs to sawmills at 
Eganville and other sites outside the county. 

ORLAND FRENCH, JOE VANVEENEN PHOTOS
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RAGING RIVERS

p Sailing Into Napanee
Sailboats and steamers were able to navigate the Napanee River as far as the town of Napanee, seen in the background. 
A waterfall prevented any further navigation at that point. The funnelling nature of the estuary accentuates the “sloshing” 
effect of Lake Ontario’s water, supporting the theory of a “tide” on the river which regularly rises and falls anywhere from 
six to 16 inches (15 to 40 centimetres).

DARKO ZELJKOVIC PHOTO

A River’s Mystery
Does the Napanee River have a Tide?
For many years, residents of Napanee 
have known that the river flow in the 
estuary reverses itself regularly. Water 
appears to flow upstream, taking 
with it floating material such as logs, 
ice, and anything else that happens 
to be on the surface.

It is known popularly as a “tide”, 
like the tidal bores that flood 

upstream into some of the rivers 
that flow into the Bay of Fundy, 
home of the world’s highest tides. 
This could only be true if Lake 
Ontario had a tide. While the Great 
Lakes do have tides, they are almost 
imperceptible and unlikely to result 
in any alteration of a river flow. Small 
as they are, they are governed by the 

same physical laws that determine 
the ocean’s tides, which rise and fall 
twice every 25 hours. The cycle in 
the Napanee River is much shorter.

The Napanee River “tide” was 
studied by the late Dr. Harold 
Mackenzie  “Mac”  Smith.  He 
concluded that it was no tide, in the 
scientific sense of the word, but he 
also concluded that the phenomenon 
was very real and followed a regular 
pattern. Its cycle lasts between two 
hours and 2 ½ hours, and the river 
rises and falls between six inches and 
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WHERE WE LIVE

If Amherst Island were a person, 
it might well have developed an 
inferiority complex. Over the 
centuries since the Europeans’ arrival, 
it has been traded like a trinket among 

p Stella is the only village on Amherst Island. Its commercial ventures include a general store, a museum and gift shop and an insurance com-
pany. The island is connected to the mainland at Millhaven by the ferry Frontenac II, seen here discharging vehicles at Stella. In the aerial shot at 
right, the farm in the foreground houses the island’s radio station.

DARKO ZELJKOVIC PHOTOS

influential persons and even, it is 
rumoured, changed hands in a card 
game. For about 200 years it was 
owned by absentee landlords who 
used it as a source of cash by renting 
and selling land.

Today it is a tightly knit agricultural 
community linked to Millhaven 
by regular ferry service, whose 
inhabitants feel there are only 

two types of people in the world: 
Islanders and Mainlanders. Farms 
are individually owned and some 
have been in the same family for 
generations.

Originally called variously Isle 
Tanti or Tonti, or Isle de Tonti, 
it was known to the Iroquois as 
Kaouenesgo. The island had been 
given by René Robert Cavelier, 

p Amherst Island declares its allegiance to 
Loyalist Township.

p The island’s radio station 
is located in a barn, with trans-
mitting tower affixed to the silo.

Amherst Island
A Singular Place With Many Owners

Amherst Island
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